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ELEMIS PRESCRIPTIVE FACIALS

ELEMIS PRESCRIPTIVE FACIAL 30MIN £25.00/55MIN £45
Prescriptive facial designed to respond to the ever changing
rhythm of your life and nature of your skin.
A skin analysis is performing to support your individual skin
needs. Includes exfoliation, facial mask and massage.

ELEMIS PRO COLLAGEN AGE DEFY FACIAL  55MIN £55
A powerful anti-ageing facial, tackles fine lines and wrinkles
with the clinically proven age-defying benefits. Targeted
massage techniques from around the world encourages
nourished younger looking skin.

ELEMIS DYNAMIC RESURFACING PRECISION PEEL FACIAL  55MIN £55
Resurfacing facial. Clinically proven to target the signs of ageing
old and uneven skin tone. This pioneering precision treatment
uses layers of enzymes for a powerful exfoliation and revitalises.

ELEMIS SENSITIVE SKIN SOOTHER FACIAL  55MIN £55
Fragile skin needs special attention. A soothing massage
technique helps to reduce the appearance of redness and
protect against daily stresses. Texture and moisture levels are
dramatically restored. Skin is left supremely soothed
comfortable and calm.

ELEMIS SUPERFOOD PRO RADIANCE FACIAL  55MIN £55
A nutritional boost rich in superfoods and essential minerals
designed to pack stressed dull skin with energised, detoxifying
activities. Clinically proven to leave skin plump and radiant,
energised and detoxified.

ELEMIS TREATMENT 
PHILOSOPHY

Elemis therapists make it personal. 
They look. They listen. They tune 
into you, performing transformative 
treatments, personalised to respond 
to the ever-evolving rhythm of your 
life and the ever changing nature of 
your skin.

A healing hub where touch and 
technology are turbo charged by 
the power of minerals, plants and 
active natural aromatics.



LAVA SHELL COLON MASSAGE 30MIN £28
Deeply relaxing tummy massage, works deep into the colon
to help with digestive problems.

ELEMIS HOT STONE MASSAGE Back or legs 25MIN £28 Full body 55MIN £55
Relax whilst your therapist works deep into the muscles getting
into areas of tension. Heat melts away tension help to detox the
body and restore balance.

PREGNANCY MASSAGE 75MIN £55
An intuitive and relaxing massage, hydrates skin that is expanding
to accommodate a growing baby. Designed to nurture and support
a women through the rich experience of each trimester. Gently!

BODY TREATMENTS

FULLY BODY EXFOLIATION AND MOISTURISE 30MIN £28
Enjoy a full body salt scrub to leave you feeling super soft and
help to remove toxins, skin is moisturised and hydrated and left
feeling silky smooth. An ideal pre holiday prep treatment.

EXFOLIATING BACK TREATMENT 30MIN £30
A back exfoliation followed by either a massage and mask
depending on your concerns.
A nice refreshing and rejuvenating treatment.

SIENNA X SPRAY TANNING £25
Flawless colour and lasting results. Choose your shade from
a natural sun kissed tan to a deeper tan, perfect for that special
occasion or to get you bikini ready.
(we recommend wear dark loose clothing and bring flip flops)

MASSAGE

EXPRESS MASSAGE 15MIN £14
Express massage on back scalp or feet.

ELEMIS FREE STYLE DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE 30MIN £25/60MIN £50
Your therapist will select an aromatic oil according to your
concerns, be they muscle pain, stress relief, relaxing or balance.
The following massage works deeper into the tension,
encouraging optimum circulation.

ELEMIS DEEP RELAXATION MASSAGE 30MIN £20/45MIN £30/60MIN £40
A deeply relaxing massage, moulded around your bodies
personal needs. Oils rich in aromatics are combined with our
high level of expertise in massage and conditioning.

ELEMIS BACK, NECK AND SCALP MASSAGE 30MIN £25
A deeply relaxing massage to totally relax and destress you.
Includes a personalised back and neck massage, soothing scalp
massage include pressure points to relieve stress and tension.

ELEMIS SHOULDER, NECK, FACE AND SCALP MASSAGE 30MIN £25
Warm oils are used to melt away tension from tight shoulders.
This magical treatment will totally relax the scalp face shoulders
and mind. Will clear the head and melt away stress and tension.

LEG AND FOOT MASSAGE 30MIN £25
Ease tired heavy legs and feet, with this wonderfully relaxing massage.

LAVA SHELL MASSAGE 45MIN £38
The worlds first self-heating massage tool. Lava shells are devised
to ease tension and melt away aches and pains through seamless
massage of heat and touch. Delightfully soothing this treatment
will leave you in a state of tranquility.



PHD WAXING

Phd Safewax offers a unique patented application system,
making it the safest way of hair removal.

Full Leg Wax £23
Full Leg incl. Bikini £28
Half Leg Wax £16
Half Leg Wax incl.Bikini £22
Underarm £9
Half Arm £12

SPECIALISED HOT WAX
For a smooth finish and minimal discomfort on intimate areas.

Bikini £16
Brazilian £22
Hollywood £28

EYE TREATMENTS

Eye brow shape/Wax £8
Eyelash Tint* £12
Eyebrow Tint* £8
Eyebrow shape and tint* £15
Eyelash and Eyebrow Tint* £16
LVL lash lift* £45

* A patch test is required at least 48hrs prior to treatment

NAILS

ExpressManicure £15
Includes a file shape, cuticle tidy and nail paint.

Deluxe Manicure £25
Includes a file shape, cuticle work, exfoliation, massage and nail paint.

Pedicure £28
A luxury pedicure include a soothing soak, exfoliation treatment,
hard skin removal, cuticle work, and nail shaping. Finished by a
deeply relaxing foot and leg massage and nail paint to finish.
Please remember to bring your flip flops.

Shape and polish application.

Shellac Application
Includes a file and shape, cuticle work, exfoliation, massage and shellac application.

Shellac Application hands or toes  £22   Shellac Pedicure          £38
Shellac Manicure  £35  Shellac only removal        £6

HOLISTIC TREATMENTS

Reflexology foot massage 50MIN £45
Reflexology stimulates the body into healing itself by improving
circulation, reducing stress, pain and restoring balance.

Reiki Healing 50MIN £45
Reiki healing reduces stress also triggers the body’s natural
healing abilities within the immune system to repair and give
a sense of deep relaxation.

Indian Head Massage 45MIN £40
A totally relaxing head and shoulder massage to relax body
and mind. Reduces blockages and encourages better circulation.

Hopi Ear Candles 45MIN £35
Hopi ear candles with lymphatic facial and scalp massage.

Full Arm £17
Bikini £12
Chest or Back £20
Lip or Chin £7
Lip and Chin £10



hair & beauty
CONTACT US

0116 2776666

FOLLOW AND LIKE

BOOK ONLINE

www.donovanhair&beauty.co.uk

EMAIL

hello@donovanhb.co.uk

OPENING HOURS

Monday CLOSED
Tuesday 9-5
Wednesday 9-8
Thursday 9-8

GIFT VOUCHERS

Available from the salon.

SALON POLICY

Cancellation requires 24 hours notice or you may be charged.
We require a colour skin test 48 hours prior to your colour service.

29 Lutterworth Road, Blaby, Leicester LE8 4DW

Friday 9-6
Saturday 9-4
Sunday Closed


